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TheDlplomat
From Left to Right:
Shantanu N a rayon. Class of 1986
CEO of Adobe Systems, Inc
Daniel Ayalon. Class of 1983
Israeli Ambassador to the United
Slates from 2002 to 2006
Doyt Perry, Class of 1932
Coach and College Hall of Famer

The Composer

Jennifer Higdon. Class of 1986
Grammy award winner

The Doctor

THE CLASS OF THE CENTURY
George McPhae. Class of 1982
General Manager of the
Washington Capitals

The University honors 100
of its 'most prominent'
alumni at Centennial Gala

f'fiJ" i jV« on

James Pickens, Jr., Class of 1976
Actor
Jimmy Light. Class of 1960
Founding member of the American
Society of Transplant Surgeons

Story by Becky T«n«r
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Campus Editor
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Scott Clark, Class of 197S
Emmy award-winning sportscaster

The Jock

Dave Wottle. Class of 1973
Olympic gold medalist in 1972 in
the 800 meters
Nick Mileti Class of 1953
Owner of the Cleveland Indians.
Cleveland Cavaliers, Cleveland
Crusaders hockey team in the "70s.
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Editor-in-chief

The University is determining
how to fill a potential $14 million gap left by federal stimulus
dollars.
The state took away 15 percent
of its usual funding for 2010-2011
and gave the University approximately $25 million in federal
stimulus dollars instead, said
Sheri Stoll, chief financial officer.
This one-time gift might have
temporarily balanced the budget,
but Stoll doesn't expect the state
to keep giving that gift when it
unveils the 2012-2013 budget in
February.
"We're certainly not going to sit
and wait until that time to figure
out how to respond," Stoll said.
"We have to begin now. We've
already begun discussions at the
cabinet level."
While the University prepares
for a 15 percent shortfall as a realistic best-case scenario, the state
has done relatively no planning,
said State Rep. Randy Gardner (R)
from Bowling Green.
He said the state created
a budget commission of three
Republicans and three Democrats
to examine higher education
funding, but the group hasn't
even met yet.
"A lot of the state budget has
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Sheri Stoll
The Chief
Financial Officer
at the University

been balanced with this so-called
free federal money," Gardner
said. "If the federal money isn't
replaced or other decisions aren't
made... there are certainly going
to be some very difficult decisions
ahead."
Though Ohio is not as bad
off as Michigan, New Jersey or
California, Gardner said because
the state decided to inject more
than $700 million of its stimulus
into higher education, schools
will have to tackle big decisions in
the next two years.
At this point, it's likely programs,
functions or entire areas will have
to be cut to make up the funding
shortfall, Stoll said. Deans and
cabinet members are determining what things they can do less of
or what they can do without.
"We're to the point where |cuts|
would probably have to be more
significant," she said.
Generating revenue through
retention efforts is another way to
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Student orchestra ensemble Philharmonia
crescendos toward last performance of year

Federal stimulus
could leave hole in
University budget
By Gina Potthof f

A doctor
on
"Grey's
Anatomy," the first owner
of the Cleveland Cavaliers,
an Olympic gold medalist, the
* formerambassadoroflsrael,
\ the founder of the buffet
\ chain Golden Corral and
a Grammy award-winning musician all have
one common tie: they're
all former Falcons and
will be honored Saturday
as part of the 100 Most
Prominent Alumni.

ByAliiuWidman
Reporter

"It's a culmination of a whole year's worth

The Bowling Green Philharmonia,
the University's premiere student
orchestra ensemble, will end the
semester on a high note.
The orchestra's final performance of the 2009-2010 season, titled "Paris," will take place
Sunday at 3 p.m. in Kobacker I tall
of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
"It's a culmination of a whole
year's worth of hard work and practicing, and although it's our last,
it's the most ambitious program

of hard work and practicing, and
although it's our last, it's the most
ambitious program of the year..."
Emily Freeman Brown | Orchestra Director

of the year, involving some of the
most challenging and demanding
pieces," said Orchestra Director
Emily Freeman Brown.
Brown said the program will
consist of Igor Stravinsky's "The

Rite of Spring" and Claude
Debussy's "Da Mer" (The Sea),
pieces now regarded as two of
the greatest orchestral works of
the 20th century. "The Rite of
Spring" is a ballet choreographed

By Andrew Farr
Reporter

Tonight, Active Christians Today
will hold their first food giveaway
of the semester beginning at 11
pm.
For the past 10 years, ACT has
been holding cookouts where
they serve their famed "Jesus
Burgers" and "God Dogs" for
fur to pretty much anyone who
wants to come to the ACT House.

FORUM

The organization usually holds
two Jesus Burger events at the
beginning of the fall semester
and two at the end of the spring
semester.
Dave Warner, campus minister
of ACT, said the group isn't trying
to attract new members nor are
they looking for donations. They
simply do it as an act of kindness.

By NicoU C«Ubr*zz«
Reporter

For a chance to join in the celebration of everyone's differences,
students can attend the queer
prom hosted by Vision tonight.
Vision is the IXiBT (lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender)
student organization on campus.
Every year Vision has two
weeks of "rainbow days" events,
one week in the fall and one
week in the spring.

MUNCHIES

See VISION | Page;

SPORTS

Show me your pair

Shopping while surfing the net

Prominent alumnus returns to campus

Check out photos of Thursday's Texas

Columnist Hannah Bealer writes about the trials and

Crystal "Boo" Ellis, the first biack'basketball player at the

Hold Em tournament in the Black

tribulations of obsessively shopping online and gives

University, shares his experiences about attending the

Swamp Pub hosted by the University

some pointers to make sure you don't become a

University and playing for legendary coach Harold Anderson

Activities Organization | Page 5

dreaded "shopaholic' | Page 4

before speaking at tonight's Centennial Celebration | Page 5

k

See ORCHESTRA | Page 7

Vision hosts 'queer prom' to
make everyone feel welcome

ACT bestows midnight
munchies from above
Christian organization to provide community
with free 'God Dogs' and Jesus Burgers'

with complex, irregular rhythmic
structures, and "La Mer" is an
energetic French impressionistic
work that captures the different
aspects of the sea in three shifting
movements.
Brown said the pieces, especially "The Rite of Spring," are not
typically performed by collegelevel orchestras because of their
difficulty.
"This is the first time they will be
performed here, so it's a special

PftOVIMDBV VISION
PROM: Poster advertises the Queer Prom:
A Night at the Oscars' Friday night

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Who do you wish was a BG alum?
DERK ANDERSON
Senior, Geology
"Christopher Walken. so he'd come
here and visit" | Page 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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NECA challenges student group for greener buildings

WED. APRIL 21

By Jess James
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Reporter
i he environment is looking
greener thanks to University students Involved in Nl I v an elec
iiii.il management organization
which helps promote more effl
dent ways to light buildings.
I he
National
Electrical
( ontractors Association (NECA)
is a pioneer in electrical contracting and has used altemarh e energies in help build a $130 billion
industry
I he University's NECA student
chapter is one ol more than 35
M hoob In the country which will
lie able to participate in the 2nd
\nnual (liven Energj ( hallenge.
Competitors will be put In .i real
world position to propose a plan
that will help a building in theii
community improve its electrical
systems.
Universin Nl CA President,
senior John Flood, said his team is
working on an audit that will help

NECi£
NATIONAL EltCIRICAl CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION

PHOTO F80MNECANEI0RG

a IIK-.II manufacturing compart)
in 'Inletla
"We have to assess their lighting systems and see what kind of
conditions they tire in, then we
recommend upgrades we would
do to make the building more
ekctrically efficient," Flood said.
"We'd look at the whole picture,
HVAC (heating ventilation airconditioning! equipment and
figure out how much energj that
produces and how we can reduce
that"

By Brittany Washington

ONLINE:

CORRECTION
POLICY
■

and notify the winning teams in
uigust Winners In the overall
category will receive a cheek for
$2,000 and an all expenses paid
trip to the NECA Convention
in Boston Oct. I The lop three
limes will present a 1^11 minute
oral presentation and have the
ability to promote their Ideas to

interest in electrical. The 4B electrical contractors affiliated with
NECA gives our chapter members a great reference on their
resume.
The University's NECA chapter
is two wars old and will he funded
by the! Hflce of Campus Activities
next semester. The group is trying in recruit more members by
using different co-op incentives to
expand their Nl( A chapter.
We want to use this article
and the scholarships we gel

through NECA to get more people
in\olved,"saidseniorNT.(Amemhei Dan Dork. "NIXA national
and thcibledo chapter just set up
,i system where il you do a co-op
w it'll a electrical MX A contractor,
you gel $300 once'you complete
your co-op and the president of
the chapter receives SI.(MX) (bleach incmlicr who participates in
Iheco 00."
foi inlnmiation about joining
the University's NECA branch, contact Win Hood at JIIIXKK" bgsu.edu.

asketball tournament to raise money for SMA

THU. APRIL 22
A M

The Green Energy Challenge
began Feb. 1 and ends May 30
when the team's final written proposals are due. After submissions.
\l I \ will evaluate the proposals

other electrical contractors.
List year, the University's
NECA chapter won 4tli place.
Their electrical proposals for the
Van Guard Hoard of Education
building are currently being
considered for a given proposal,
like the Stroll and Wolfe I enters,
which arc Imth shooting to be
environmentally approved by
I.lll). I.ITI) is the leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design and an affiliate ol NI-CA
and the U.S. Green Building
Council.
NECA is considered by many
to be one of the leading corporations in electrical contracting.
I he market for green resources
is increasing rapidly, giving some
students several job opportunities.
"There are a total ol 219con
struciion management majors
and only nine students interested
in electrical,'1 said senioi NECA
member Morgan Montgomery
"That's 2li) people who have no

students can come oul Saturday
and have a ball with Sports
Management Alliance: a basket
ball to be more specific.
s\l\ will be holding its sixth
annual three on three basketball
tournament in the Perry Field
house from 1 to 5 p.m.
President ol SMA, Imilv (.an.
joined hei freshman yeat to gain
prat deal experience and network
with other sports management
students.
SMA was designed to give students the opportunity to bo ome
involved professionally in spoils
management and to learn the
latest knowledge in the field of
sports management, Gan said.

This is our biggest event and it usually takes

The events main sponsor is
the Enclave II, which donated
more than $500 foi the event.
Students should have .1 team
ol foui people and ,i completed
registration form, whit h is avail
able ai I pplet ' 161 . [here is an
$18 registration fee foi students
who sign up any da) before the
event and $20 the daj of the tournament.
Event manager ol SM \ linani
I In mias has been working hard

for approximately three years
and calls it hei stepping stone to
getting mto the spoils marketing

for the past several months to
ensure,i successful event
Ibis is our biggest event and
it usualf) takes the whole year to
plan, i hum.is said "We have to
secure a venue, gel sponsorsand
promote the event, but the end
result Is always rewarding."
Thomas has been with SMA

industry,
The three on three tournament
isSM \shiggtNtfundraising event
of ihe school year, usually getting
about 13 to IH teams to participate.
Since it started sis years ago il
hits gained great popularity and
has become the model for other

the whole year to plan. We have to secure a
venue, get sponsors and promote the event,
but the end result is always rewarding."
t Mat
organizations to conduct similar
tournaments." future president
of SMA Macgregor Perkins said
The money from this event will
go toward future events tnclud
ing offsetting the cost for SMA
members who attend job fairs
and paving lot guest speakers.
I'erkins' ultimate goal is to use
his experience with SMA to one
day become a general manager
for .i major league baseball team.

SMA currently has more than
50 members and hopes to get
even more after the tournament.

"Anyone can join s|xms management alliance not jusi sports
management majors," I'erkins
said.
Prizes will be given to the first
place winners and the runner
up of the tournament, I here will
also he it raffle for those iii attendance,
Other events taking place
Saturday during the tournament
include a three-point shoot-out
and a game ol knockout. Anyone
can participate lor SI. and pos
sibly win a prize if determined a
winner.
I or more Information or to
sign up contact linani ihomas at
llioinasif" hgsii.edu
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Newlove Rentals

520 E. Reed St. $525/month
1
525 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric) 1

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

507 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric) '
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www.newloverentals.com
T
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• Two bedroom apartments
• Close to Campus

'

• Furnished/Unfurnished
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Photos by Christina McGinnis | Multimedia Editor

TOP: Junior Chris Juills
stares down his opponents during a hand.

Thursday night The University Activities
Organization hosted a Texas Hold Em tournament in The Black Swamp Pub. There
was no entry fee and students could win a
green prize pack that consisted of the movie
Avatar, and various other green products like
Sun Chips and organic grape juice. Students
could also win gift certificates to Wal-Mart
and The Happy Badger. "I like that it's the
only casino game where you can control
your own odds.' said junior Chris Juilfs.

RIGHT: Sophomore
Mark Robson shuffles his
poker chips.
FAR RIGHT: Junior
Jacob Frizado explains to
fellow player, sophomore
Jerrad Cotton, what he
did wrong in the last
hand
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YARK AUTOMOTIVE WANTS YOU TO KNOW THE
Yark Subaru is Toledo's Exclusive Subaru Dealer.
Yark Subaru is NW Ohio & SE Michigan's only Subaru dealer.
Subary has College Grad Programs
Subaru recognized as the only manufacturer with all vehicles rated
at TOP SAFETY PICK by the Insurance Insititue for Highway Safety.
Subaru has had record car sales for the past two years!

BALLROOM

THE SENIORS

SAFETY

The first 50 people are guaranteed a free shirt!
i

FREE event for seniors and any other BC5SU student!

nwjv^^^__

Subaru The only manufacturer with
2010IIHS Top Safety Picks
for all models.

Giveaways inciude: Visa gift cards, Mary Kay gift baskets, Kalahari
Resort tickets, gift cards to local restaurants and stores like
Macy's, WalMart, BGSU Bookstore, forever 21 and much more!
Congratulations to this year's Top 10 Outstanding Seniors!

All the vetsatility in the wortd means litlle witlKxit the promise
of satety Lowe. It's what makes a Subaru, a Subaru.

BRAND NEW 2010 SUBARU

Leo Almeida
Abby Coulter
Nicole Fratianne
Caitlin Keelor
Hannah Lambert
Jacob Lawrence
Sundeep Mutgi
Samantha Pefia
John Waynick
Kimberly Westmeyer

SUBARU

BRAND NEW 2010 SUBARU

IMPREZA2.5i SEDAN

IMPREZA2.5I5DR

MOLMAMflOSTKfSOOia
MSflP $19,536

MSRP $19,799

/2MBSSE223

42 month lease. 10.000 mites par year.
15 cents tneieafler $999 due at inception
includes no security deposit with approved
credit through Subaru Bank, plus U>. tag. Ml
and DOC fee

m DOCS© WXP m?sw

4? month tease 10 000 miles per year.
IS cents thereafter $999 due at ixephon
ireludes no security deposit with approved
credit through Subaru Bank, plus tax. tag. title
and 00C fee

All Subaru Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles Receive.

Each year the Student Alumni Connection recognizes graduating
seniors that have made significant contributions to BQSU. This
year was an especially competitive process and we are pleased
that these seniors made it to the Top 10. During the selection
process, from nominations to interviews, students, faculty/staff
and alumni are involved. The overall Outstanding Senior will be
announced at this event!

OVER 15 CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED VEHICLES IN STOCK
CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED

4a> SUBARU

• CAWW <wt>cfc

kMn ■ I

• Uecti.wMcai brp<t*do*n
coverage or ill pia^

• erejriOOOOO'lMes
• hwari i M-M too*nh

6000 W. Central Ave.
Toledo
vmMnAf.YarkAuto.com

1-866-913-1284

EK3

'On select models with approved credit Pxes plus tax tag, trtle and doc fee "Cover nne"t star ratings are part of the Natcna Highway Trarhc Safety Adrrnsvatjofrt
(WiTSA) New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) See nnD.//satetcar.Qov (or more detac ttttwy and city mpg based on EPA estimates Actual mpg wi vary.
™™m,cnc

student
alumni
. connection

follow us on focebook: "Beyond BQ 2010"

MSUj
auoclatlon

GUARANTEE

YARK AUTOIWOTIK6B0UPBUARAMTFiSTJWT WE WU PAY 110^ Of THl DIFHRENct

z&jt^mMMKMMm

The vehicle must be in dealei stock and ready tor immediate- delrvery at the time ol purchase Simply bnng us a current competitor's I
ad showing us the MSRP and sale price ot the vehicle and we will pay you 1tQS ot the difference m price within 48 hours ol vein f
purchase Price Protection Guarantee does not appty to manufacture, changes in new rebates, interest rates or price level changes The dealership reserves the I
riQht to purchase the vehicle 'torn the competing dealership oftenng the lower t ■
:
■■
*\v,\ ■ I!:. ,

BLOTTER
WED, APRIL 21
12:37 A.M.
Aimee Poulin, of Cincinnati, was
cited for drug abuse and drug paraphernalia at the Student Recreation
'

■

Elizabeth Mitchell, of Hartville. Ohio.
it'd for drug abuse at the
Student Recreation Center.
is Brouman, of Hartville.
Ohio, was cited for drug abuse and
drug paraphernalia at the Student
Recreation Center.
7 56 A.M.
Complainant reported that a
red mini van backed into a Coke
machine at Murphy Oil. damage is
unknown at this time.
3:04 P.M.
Mason, 47, of Mount
Vemon. Ohio was arrested for theft
lifter refusing to pay a $19.01 bill at
Jeds Bar and Grill.
5:16 P.M.
yee at Goodwill reported
left the btore without
t.;r two purses valued at $10
■
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NECA challenges student group for greener buildings
By

James
Reporter

JMI

The environment is looking
greener thanks to University students involved in NKCA. an electrical management organization
which helps promote more efficient ways to light buildings.
The
National
Electrical
Contractors Association (NKCA)
is a pioneer in electrical contracting and has used alternative energies to help huild a $130 billion
industry.
The University's NF.CA student
chapter is one of more than 35
schools in the country which will
lx' able to participate in the 2nd
Annual Green Fnergy Challenge.
Competitors will be put in a real
world position to propose a plan
thai will help a building in their
community Improve its electrical

systems.
University NECA President,
senior John Flood, said his team is
working on an audit thai will help

NEC^
NATIONAL ElECIRICAl CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION

PHOTO FROM NECANfTORG

a local manufacturing company
in Toledo.
"We have to assess their lighting systems and see what kind of
conditions they are in. then we
recommend upgrades we would
do to make the building more
electrically efficient." Flood said.
"We'd look at the whole picture,
IIVAC (heating ventilation airconditioning) equipment and
figure out bow much energy that
produces and how we can reduce
that."

The Green Energy Challenge
began Feb. 1 and ends May 30
when the team's final written proposals are due. After submissions.
NF.CA will evaluate the proposals
and notify the winning teams in
August. Winners in the overall
category will receive a check for
S2,(K)0 and an all-expenses paid
trip to the NECA Convention
in Boston Oct. I. The top three
times will present a 20-minute
oral presentation and have the
ability' to promote their ideas to

other electrical contractors.
Last year, . the University's
NECA chapter won 4th place.
Their electrical proposals for the
Van Guard Board of Education
building are currently being
considered for a green proposal,
like the Stroh and Wolfe Centers,
which are boUi shooting to be
environmentally approved by
IF.FT1 LEED is the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design and an affiliate of NECA
and the U.S. Green Building

Council
NECA is considered by many
to be one of the leading corporations in electrical contracting.
The market for green resources
is increasing rapidly, giving some
students several job opportunities.
There are a total of 219 construction management majors
and only nine students interested
in electrical," said senior NECA
member Morgan Montgomery.
That's 210 people who have no

interest in electrical. The 48 electrical contractors affiliated with
NECA gives our chapter members a great reference on their
resume."
The University's NF.CA chapter
is two years old and will be funded
by the Office of ("ampus Activities
next semester. The group is trying to recruit more members by
using different co-op incentives to
expand their NECA chapter.
"We want to use this article
and the scholarships we get
11 ii oiigh NECA to get more people
involved," said senior NECA member Dan Rork. "NECA national
and the- Ibledo chapter just set up
a system where if you do a co-op
with a electrical NECA contractor,
you get $300 once you complete
your co-op and the president of
the chapter receives $1,000 for
each member who participates in
the co-op."
For information about joining
the Uimvrsity's NECA branch, contact John Hood at jfloooMigsuedu

■

9:12 P.M.
til reported that her black
wallet was taken from her vehicle
: 'tween 7 p.m. - 7:30 p.m
000 block of Fairview Ave.

THU. APRIL 22
243 AM.
I .yarned for criminal
mischief after throwing cones in to
the roadway within 200 block of N.
Enterprise St

^

ONLINE: Goto bgviews.com for the
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CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Basketball tournament to raise money for SMA
By Brittany Washington
Reporter

Students ran come out Saturday
and have a ball with Sports
Management Alliance; a basket
ball to be more specific.
SMA will be holding its sixth
annual three on three basketball
tournament in the Ferry Field
house from 1 to 5 p.m.
President of SMA, Emily Gan,
joined her freshman year to gain
practical experience and network
with other spots management
students.
SMA was designed to give snidents the opportunity to become
involved professionally in sports
management and to learn the
latest knowledge in the field of
sports management, Garr said.

The event's main sponsor is
die Enclave II, which donated
more than SfiOO for the event.
Students should have a leant
of four people and a completed
registration form, which is available at l-pplcr 230 '. I hew is an
SIH registration fee for students
wiio sign up any day before the
event and $20 the day of the tournament
Event manager of SMA hnani
Thomas has been working hard
for the past several months to
ensure a successful event.
" I his is our biggest event and
it usually takes the whole year to
plan," Thomas said. "We have to
secure a venue, get sponsors and
promote the event, but the end
result is always rewarding."
Thomas has been with SMA

"This is our biggest event and it usually takes
the whole year to plan. We have to secure a
venue, get sponsors and promote the event,
but the end result is always rewarding."
Imani. Thomas | Event Manager of SMA

for approximately three years
and calls it her stepping-stone to
getting into the snorts marketing
industry.
The three on three tournament
is SMAs biggest fundraising event
of the school year, usually getting
about 13 to 18 teams to participate.
"Since it started six years ago ii
has gained great popularity and
has become the model for other

organizations to conduct similar
tournaments," future president
of SMA Macgregor Perkins said.
Hie money from this event will
go toward future events including offsetting the cost for SMA
members who attend job fairs
and paying for guest speakers.
Perkins' ultimate goal is to use
his experience with SMA to one
day become a general manager
for a major league baseball team.

SMA currently has more than
50 members and hopes to get
even more after the tournament.
"Anyone can join sports management alliance not just sports
management majors," Perkins
said.
Prizes will be given to the first
place winners and the runner
up of the tournament. There will
also be a raffle for those in attendance.
Oilier events taking place
Saturday during the tournament
include a three-point shoot-out
and a game of knockout. Anyone
can participate for $1, and possibly win a prize if determined a
winner.
For more information or to
sign up contact Imani Thomas at
thomasi(«'bgsu.edu.
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520 E. Reed St. $525/month 'plus electrtci
525 E. Merry St. $525/month
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Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Two bedroom apartments
• Close to Campus
• Furnished/Unfurnished
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ROLLING ON THERI
Photoi by Christina McGinnii | Multimedia Edit

TOP: Junior Chris Juilfs
stares down his opponents during a hand.

Thursday night The University Activities
Organization hosted a Texas Hold Em' tournament in The Black Swamp Pub. There
was no entry fee and students could win a
green prize pack that consisted of the movie
Avatar, and various other green products like
Sun Chips and organic grape juice. Students
could also win gift certificates to Wal-Mart
and The Happy Badger. "I like that it's the
only casino game where you can control
your own odds," said junior Chris Juilfs.

RIGHT: Sophomore
Mark Robson shuffles his
poker chips
FAR RIGHT: Junior
Jacob Frizado explains to
fellow player, sophomore
Jerrad Cotton, what he
did wrong in the last
hand.
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Yark Subaru is Toledo's Exclusive Subaru Dealer.
Yark Subaru is NW Ohio & SE Michigan's only Subaru dealer.
Subary has College Grad Programs
Subaru recognized as the only manufacturer with all vehicles rated
at TOP SAFETY PICK by the Insurance Insitjtue for Highway Safety.
FACT. Subaru has had record car sales for the past two years!
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YARK AUTOMOTIVE WANTS YOU TO KNOW THE EHB

BAI_I_ROOM

THE SENIORS
Subaru The only manufacturer with
2010IIHS Top Safety Picks
for all models.

The first 50 people are guaranteed a free shirtl
FiRFF event for seniors and any other BC1SU studentl
Qiveaways include: Visa gift cards, Mary Kay gift baskets, Kalahari
Resort tickets, gift cards to local restaurants and stores like
Macy'8, WalMart, BQSU Bookstore, R-rcever 21 and much more!

All the versatilely in the work) means Mile without the promise

Congratulations to this year's Top 10 Outstanding Seniors!

Leo Almeida
Abby Coulter
Nicole Ratianne
Caitlin Keelor
Hannah Lambert
Jacob Lawrence
Sundeep Mutgi
Samantha Pena
John Waynick
Kimbetly Westmeyer

iSUBARU

ol safety Lov*. It's what makes a Subaru, a Subaru.

BRAND NEW 2010 SUBARU

BRAND NEW 2010 SUBARU

IMPREZA2.5I SEDAN

IMPREZA 2.5i 5DR

MSfiP$19.535

MSRPS19.799

*****

199 *219
PtHMOKTHUAM

PC* MONTH LEASE

4? month IMM. 10,000 m*ts ptf yttf.
15 cents V*tMtnr. $999 due it inception
includes no security deposit wrtH ipprovM
crKM through Subaru Bin k pkii Da, us. title
ndDOO-M

Each year the Student Alumni Connection recognizes graduating
seniors that have made significant contributions to BCSU. This
year was an especially competitive process and we are pleased
that these seniors made it to the Top 10. During the selection
process, from nominations to interviews, students, faculty/staff
and alumni are involved. The overall Outstanding Senior will be
announced at this eventl

42 moflUi lusi. 10 000 miles ptr yur.
15 cents tttttafler S999 due M inception
indudn no security deposit <mti approved
credit tnrougn Subtru Bank, plus tax. tap,. title
MDOOffUL

6000 W. Central Ave.
Toledo
vinMnAf.YarkAuto.com
"Oi s«ct raw mlriapr/iMd ere* Prices plus tax. lag, We and doc fee "Gowmiwnt Mar nans are pan ol He MMoralHgrMay Traffic SalWyAorHiBbaHili
(NHTSA)New Car Assessment Program (NCAPI See httptfsalercir.gov lor more details ttHwy and ctympg based on EPA estimates Actual mpg Mi vary.
YAKK AUrOrHOTIVE GROUP GUARANTIES THAT WE Will PAY 110

OF THE DIFFERENCE

Rallow us on Racebook: "Beyond BQ 2010"
■Moctatton

CAR4NTCC
I The vehicle must be in staler stock and ready tor immediate delivery at me time ol purchase Smpty bnng us a current corootnor
1
ad showing us tneMSRP and sakpricioi the vehicle and mill pay you 110% ol the *t«(n»K«morictvrro*4« hours olmj,
in new rebates
reb^ interest rates or price level changes The deetarshe murvHihi I
I purcrose Prict Protector) Gijararrawow not apply to manufacturer UiangrB
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nanjtopurdiasavjeirvhtiatrorno^^

FORUM

"It's a culmination of a whole year's worth of hard work and practicing, and although
it's our last, it's the most ambitious program of the year..."
- Emily Freeman Brown, orchestra director [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET WhodoyouwishwasaBGalum?
"Oprah."

I Gates"

"Tom Green."

"Bruce Wayne"

fc

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
TIANNA8ESTER.
Freshman,
Psychology

JAKETOMASI.
Sophomore.
Exercise Science

BRITTANY STRIDER.
Freshman,
Health Care Administration

COLE HOPKINS.
Sophomore.
Criminal Justice

[wpr
t

KYIESCHMIDLIN
FORUM EDITOR

The dense log of marijuana
smoke is filling headlines.
Tuesday, photographs taken by
Time Magazine at the University
of (Colorado showed hundreds
of students taking part in 4-20
activities, lor those who don't
know, April 20 is something of
a holiday for those who smoke
marijuana, and many of them
spent the entile day stoned. One
of the photographs showed a
couple police officers walking
through a crowd of kids smoking pot. The caption read. "No
arrests were made."
And
in California, the
Novemher ballot contains a measure which would make the possession of an ounce of marijuana
legal, no prescription required.
All this might he a sign of the
changing times, hut it isn't as
though the movement for marijuana dccriminali/atinn is totally
without opposition.
Mezmorize. a "head shop" on
South MainStn.il in Bowling Ciieen.
lias hwn under investigation by

ent kind. People are going to find
ways of growing and procuring
marijuana forever, no matter what
the law says. And they arc going to
find ways of smoking it. Apple
bongs, Frisbee discs with bowls
to pack marijuana in and giant
gas masks (which Mezmorize also
sells) are the stuff of legend in the
marijuana-smoking community.
And even if the methods of smoking it are removed, it can be baked
into foods.
Given this, Mezmorize ought
to be legally allowed to have a
giant banner hanging from the
front of their store that reads,
"Weed smoking supplies here!"
and not risk punishment. What
difference does it make if they
sell things which are used for
illegal purposes? Should home
improvement stores not sell
sledgehammers or crowbars?
Mezmorize is a local business,
established in a community
which is seeing its local industry
hurting. I have already written
on the trouble faced by Comer
Clrill. I happen to work at Finders
Records, another locally-owned
business, and can appreciate the
need for local businesses to continue to survive and thrive.
If the police shut down
Mezmorize because it is selling
dnig paraphernalia, it will only

New legislation would help
victims of rape

hurt the local economy. Whether
their patrons use the products
for criminal activity makes no
difference whatsoever in how
we ought to regard the product
itself, which is totally harmless
(and, actually, sometimes very
pretty. Why not buy your grandma a water bong and have her
use it as a vase?).
The incident in Boulder and
the situation in California, which
is experiencing what might be
called a "Green Rush" 150 years
after its Gold Rush, all point to
a relaxation of marijuana policy.
For the BGPD to be cracking
down on paraphernalia shops
in a time of upheaval against
racist, class-based marijuana
legislation is to leave the community of Bowling Green behind
the times and to seriously damage a locally-owned business,
badly needed to keep our local
economy alive.
Imagine the irony. The BGPD
shuts down Mezmorize, and in
five years marijuana is legal in
the state of Ohio. I don't want to
have to buy my grandma a vase
at Wal-Mart.

Springis here, and with it comes
the end of the semester trainwrecks caused by the flood of
papers, projects and presentations that collide head on at the
same time. This is also the time
for what 1 call "The Revenge of
the student" — end of semester
student evaluations.
Of course, student evaluations are always a toss of the
dice and, like Forrest Gump's
box of chocolates, you never
know what you're going to
get. The standard form is the
"Woods Form" with its seven
circles of hell, from I (the worst)
to a 7 (just this side of heaven).
In the Humanities department at Finland's, students fill
out a blue sheet that asks a
series of questions about the
instructor and the course.
These are always a treat, as
sou never really know what

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

enable my students to see the world from
different perspectives and think outside the box."
foster critical thinking skills,
enable my students to see the
world from different perspectives and think outside the
box. Did the course contain
material that threatened his
world view?
A lot of my students come
from "white cocoons," where
diversity is just another w»rd
and the world looks the same,
day after day. That is why the
university's traditional role is
to challenge these preconceptions of the world.
But are we succeeding? For
the most part, I think we have
temporary success at best.
I saw these comments as a
symptom of the larger problems we face in this world.
In the new "skill set academic world" we are presented with in the 21st century,
is critical and thoughtful
thinking going to be the first
casualty?
Respond to Patrick at
lhenews@bgneivs.com

Emergency Contraception is
highly effective at preventing pregnancy but is most effective if taken
within 24 hours. Wtomen have the
right to make tiieir own decisions,
regardless of where they happen
to live in Ohio Hospitals have an
obligation to assist them and provide comprehensive, unbiased
medical care to them during this
incredibly vulnerable and scary
time in their lives.
I encourage all Ohioans to
contact their Representative and
ask them to pass House Bill 333.
For Bowling Green residents
(District 6), your representative is
Rep. Randy Gardner and he can
be contacted by phone at (614)
466-8104 or through e-mail at
district06@ohr.state.oh.us.
Please take five minutes and
show your compassion for these
women!

ByMarissa Oehlhof,graduate,
psycliology.

Shopping addiction
can be dangerous
■

"My goal is to foster critical thinking skills,

is one of the hazards of having
a full life under your belt and
beginning teaching at age 55.
I came to the next "critical"
blue sheet, one I have framed
on the wall of my home office.
1 did this so as not to forget
the mission I have as a teacher
at the university level. Again,
the student was very negative,
but the comments section surpassed all others. He expressed
what he thought wasa personal
attack on my character.
His comment was one long
pejorative and although it
might offend some, I am going
to report it as it was written. The
criticism was, "This instructor
is a f*"ing n'"er loving hippie."
Now, my first inclination was to
laugh out loud, then I became
incensed over the "hippie" part
because I was overseas in the
military in the late 1960s and
missed out on all of the love
and peace fun stuff.
After a while, I thought,
"Wow, I must have really
pushed some buttons on
this student." My goal is to

On April 21, 1 gathered in
Columbus with hundreds of other
Ohioans to ask the Ohio House of
Representatives to pass House Bill
333, the Compassionate Assistance
for Rape Emergencies (CARE) Act.
which helps rape survivors obtain
Emergency Contraception in hospital emergency rooms.
Currently, almost 20 percent of
Ohio hospitals refuse to help rape
survivors prevent becoming pregnant by their rapist and even more
just don't offer.
Emergency Contraception is
a legal medicine that prevents a
pregnancy from starring It is not
an abortion drug yet many hospitals refuse to provide it either
because of ignorance or because
they choose to ignore medical science. Currently, 1 in 6 women are
victims of forcible rape during their
lifetime and this rate is increased
to 1 in 4 for college women.

Respond to Kyle at
thenews@bgneuis.com

Student evaluations reveal how much both
the instructor and the student can grow
students will write in the comments section.
Last lune, 1 received my
packet of blue sheets in the
campus mail from the department chair. 1 always take time
to look at them individually;
they are supposed to enable
the instructor to make or not
make changes to the course.
The comments section of
these sheets, if filled out, usually say something nice. But
every once in a while you will
get the odd comment.
As I worked through the
pile, most were generally complimentary. Then I ran across
the first critical comment. Of
course, these are done anonymously so the students can be
candid in their responses.
The first critical one answered
negatively as to the content and
instruction quality. Then I read
comments: "This guy does not
belong in a classroom but on a
barstool at the local VF\V." When
I read this, I burst out laughing
and nodded my head thinking
about the times I have told stories
to my classes about the military
and life before academia. That

feedback at bgviewscom.

LETTERT0 THE EDITOR

Mezmorize may be selling paraphernalia,
but police still shouldn't shut them down
tlie city for allegedly selling drug
paraphemaBa The shop isn't selling anything different than might
be found at places like The Shed in
Toledo or even some gas stations.
Naturally, the pipes are for
drug use. It would lie naive to say
the elaborate, glass-blown pipes
with fantastic colors and designs
are for tobacco consumption
They merely have to be marketed that way to skirt the law.
In Tuesday's edition of The BG
News, Mezmorize owner Mike
Husain said, "We are going to
fight this. If we were doing something wrong, I wouldn't have
opened the business."
Surely Husain must know,
merely from seeing the clientele
and the other items hanging on
the walls — dashikis, posters of
Bob Marley — what his patrons
intend to do with the products
he sells. But of course, this still
doesn't mean he's doing anything wrong,
Marijuana grows naturally
all over Earth. It has been used
throughout the millennia. This
is no argument, by itself, in favor
of its use. Actually, if I were going
to argue one way or the other
on the matter of whether it's a
good idea to smoke marijuana, I
would certainly say no.
It is an argument of a differ-

a question? Give us your

WMNNAH BEALER
I COLUMNIST

Hi, my name is Hannah Bealer and
I'm addicted to Amazon.com.
I'm not necessarily proud of my
addiction, but I do believe online
shopping has its benefits.
Fust of all. it's extremely convenient As much as I enjoy the real
shopping experience, I love the
convenience of simply logging on
to Amazon and ordering whatever I
need, sometimes at a smaller price.
Going through my order history,
I came across lots of novels, DVDs,
textbooks and a bubble umbrella,
not to mention my Kindle which
only encourages further spending.
If you're feeling a bit guarded
toward Amazon but still want to try
it out, I would highly recommend
using your account to purchase
used textbooks. You can find goodquality used or even new textbooks
for a much smaller price than the
University bookstore offers.
Also, Kindle is great for avid readers who are willing to sacrifice an
actual book for $9.99 new releases.
Amazon is also great when it
comes to quality. Sellers will write
a description of the item. If it is
used, they will write whatever
flaws it might have. Customers can
rate whoever they bought from
and comment on their profiles. I
always buy from sellers who have
an approval rating of 98 percent or
above; they're not hard to find.
If I've managed to convince you,
pause fora moment before tunning
off to your computer and creating
an account I did, after all, mention
I 'm not proud of my shopping habits. While I'm not too far gone, my
friends constantly make a joke of
asking me if I'm on Amazon when

they see me on my laptop.
I'll usually just add items to my
wish list and later come to realize
I don't need them. Taking a few
days to contemplate a purchase
really helps sort out your priorities.
Trust me
The thing is, an online shopping
addiction (or a shopping addiction in general) is a serious problem with serious consequences.
Remember the novel and the film.
"Confessions of a Shopaholic"?
The main character ends up having some serious financial problems, including declined credit
cards and a lot of debt.
Also, those shopaholic anonymous meetings you see her going
to really exist. An online shopping
addiction is treated as a real disease, complete with symptoms
(ignoring family and friends to
shop online), treatments (counseling and psychotherapy) and even
ways to test yourself for it.
By all means, create an Amazon
account if only to purchase cheap
textbooks. You've been warned,
though. You might end up buying
leather Kindle cases and bubble
umbrellas (they work really well
against Bowling Green wind, by
the way).
An online shopping addiction
is just like any other addiction. It
feels good and you don't want to
stop. But prioritize! lake awhile to
decide if you really need what you
want to buy. For the most part, I
can proudly say I use the majority
of what I've purchased.
So, go for it. lust keep an eye
on your bank account and be
smart about it. Amazon has
been my faithful and reliable
friend since last summer, and
I don't plan on ending our relationship anytime soon.

Respond to Hannah at
tlieneais@bgneuis.com

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
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printed.
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Falcon baseball looks to continue success at Ohio
By Ryan Satkowiak
Reporter
Coming off a six day span where
they swept rival Toledo, arid
extended their win streak to five
by adding wins over Dayton and
Western Michigan, the BG baseball team will look to continue
that string of success this weekend against Ohio.
Just a week ago, the Falcons
appeared to be in a tough spot,
sitting at 3-6 in Mid-American
Conference games, three games
behind eastern division leader
Kent State.
Now, the Falcons are 6-6 in
conference play, only a game
behind the Golden Flashes, and
are playing perhaps their best
baseball of the year.

In addition to scoring 57 runs
during their five games this past
week, the Falcons have held
opponents to four runs or fewer
each of the last three games.
Ion Berti had a huge week
for the Falcons, hitting .523 in
the five games, scoring 12 runs,
knocking in four RBIs, and stealing live bases.
He now leads the team with a
.409 average, 37 runs, five triples,
and 19 stolen bases.
He has been hittinginthe fifth
spot of the lineup, with Logan
Meisler leading off since his
return from injury.
The Falcons will continue to
look for ace Brennan Smith to
get on track. The reigning MAC
pitcher of the year, he looked like
he was turning to corner several

weeks ago. as he strung together
three straight strong starts.
However, he has not continued
that trend. On Friday, he gave up
12 runs—nine earned—in only
2.1 innings of work.
He has given up 40 earned
runs in 40 innings this year.
The Falcons pitching staff
has been carried by Kevin
Leady. who won his third consecutive start Sunday with 8.1
strong innings.
He leads the team with five
wins and a 3.76 carncd-run
average.
The senior's presence may he
rubbing off on the young starters, as freshmen Cody Apthorpe
See BASEBALL | Page 6
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DELIVERY: Dan Parson delivers a pitch in a game earlier this s

Ellis impacts BG history

ens
to close
out regular season

Falcon that broke color barrier reflects on life, legacy
Story by Andy Ourial | Senior Reporter

By Christopher Rambo

University alumnus Crystal "Boo" Ellis' life
is marked by several achievements:
•Receiving an honorary degree at both the
University and the University of Toledo, in
addition to obtaining an undergraduate
degree at the University in 1957.
•Teaching swimming to thousands of children — including Toledo Mayor Mike Bell
— at the YMCA in Toledo in the late 1950s
and 1960s.
•Serving as a coach, principal and superintendent of Toledo Public Schools.
•Being named as one of the 100 most
prominent alumni in the University's 100year history.
But his most historic achievement was
accomplished before he even graduated.
In 1951. Ellis became the first black basketball player at the University. He joined
the Falcons after leading Springfield High
School in Springfield, Onio to the 1950
state championship.
But Ellis did more than dominate the
backboards: He helped ease the transition
for future black players at the University,
including NBA Hall-of-Famer Nate
Thurmond, 12-year NBA veteran Antonio
Daniels and center Otis Polk.
As part of the year-long University
Centennial Celebration, Ellis will be one
of several panelists to share his University
experiences during the 100 Years of Sport
at BGSU today at 6 p.m. in Olscamp 111.
In an exclusive interview with The BG News,
the BGSU Hall of Famer sat down to talk
about his University experiences.
Q: When did you first become interested in attending the University?
CE: Harold Anderson and his great teams
at Bowling Green were well known in
Ohio. Harold Anderson is a legend
Don't let anyone tell you dreams don't
come true.
When I was in the 8th or 9th grade, when I
was still in what you called the junior high,
I read in the paper where Charlie Share
makes All-American at Bowling Green
State University.

the nickname Boo.
My father's name was Booker and I think
they called me that because he was killed
when I was 2 months old. I think that may
have been because "Boo" is just the first
part of Booker.

We beat them and Ed Diddle [Western
Kentucky University's hall-of-fame coach
who famously waved a red towel during
games] stopped waving the towel. We
weren't missing and we were stopping
them to a point of where they weren t
dunking because we were positioning. We
played smart basketball. And Western
Kentucky was a powerful team. That was
the biggest victory that we had here.
Q: What did it mean to you to
become the University's first black
basketball player?
CE: Nothing. I was a member of the team.
What I wanted to do is be the kind of
person to be grateful for the opportunity
that I had been given by Harold Anderson.
That is what it meant to me because that
wasn t happening.
In Toledo, they had a few [black] basketball players, but that was a big city. In the
smaller universities, [putting black players

Intercollegiate
hosted
by Penn St. The Falcons
hope to use this week to
get their house in order for
next week's Mid-American
Conference Championships
in Nashport. Ohio.
"We've done a lot of practicing during our week off." said
coach Garry Winger. "We've
had a chance to play some
really relaxing, enjoyable
rounds of golf, which is something that our team hasn't
experienced for a little while.''

SERVICE MAN:Ellis' playing career was interupted m
1955 when he enlisted in the US Army lor a two-year
term. He returned to the basketball team in 1955.

Coming off of an 11th place
finish in Kentucky, in which
his team's mental approach
was not where he wanted it
to be. Winger is hoping for
some signs of improvement
this week in Happy Valley.
"The problems we had are
the sort of thing that does not
go away overnight," Winger
said. It's easy to talk about
in practice but until the
SeeMEN|Paqe6
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on teams] wasn t happening. It wasn t happening in Dayton or Ohio U. It just wasn't
happening.
And I wanted to make sure that what I
did and how I did it and how I represented
Bowling Green State University was
appropriate.
Q: How significant of a figure was
Harold Anderson to your life?
CE: Harold Anderson was just a wonderful mentor. I came to Bowling Green to
basically play basketball. Harold Anderson
brought me to Bowling Green to get an
education and then play basketball.

That was Harold Anderson's way of life. I
think he had a deep love for individuals. I
didn't think he was a basketball mind as
much as my high school coach We ran
more options in high school [compared
to] Harold Anderson. His game plan was
we II outrun them. They can t keep up with
us. We outscore them. We won't have to
play defense. That is our way of winning
and he won.

Q: How did you raceiva the nickname

u

Gary
Winger
Wil be taking fits team
toriiefkherbd
hetcofegiate

JUMPING HIGH: Ellis quit basketball and planned
to drop out of school after his freshman year because
his family was in financial trouble But Harold Anderson,
along with University SID Don Cunningham, drove
down to Springfield. Ohio to bring Ellis back to Bowling

And he told me that when I was getting
passing grades just enough to get by my
freshman and sophomore years, he told
me, "I didn't bring you here just to play
basketball. I brought you here to get an
education first and then basketball.' That
is the man he was.

[Anderson] started checking on my background. Bowling Green never had a black
basketball player. This was something
breaking the mold at Bowling Green. The
only thing Charlie Fox [Springfield High •
School principal, went to school in Akron
with Anderson] said that was negative,
you know, Boo has a temper, and I do
have a temper, but it's not one that vicious
or harmful. It's is one that is more determined against someone else.

Now I got another idea as to how I got

to take part In the Rutherford

Harold Anderson said we got to take
high-percentage shots. He said you can't
shoot until you see the white of their
eyes. In other words, you got to make
sure that when you shoot it. you make it.
otherwise you are not going to win this
game.

Q: How did the University recruit you
through thit process?
CE: Little did I know after we won the
S950 Ohio] State Championship that
arold Anderson was at the state tournament and recruiting for Bowling Green.

that I said.

Alter a week off from competition, the B(i men's golf
team will travel lo Central
Pennsylvania this weekend

O: What were some of your best
memories playing for University?
CE: The night we beat Western Kentucky
here at Bowling Green [in 1952], They
brought a team here that had the [best]
basketball players I think I had ever seen
collectively on a team. We saw Western
Kentucky warming up just straight dunking
the ball. Boom!

I was just at that age where you dream of
what you want to do. I said to myself, and
I'll never forget this: 'One day I'm going to
Bowling Green State University and play
basketball.'

"Boo"?
CE: My mother said it was the first word

Reporter

O: How proud are you to represent
the University as one of the 100
Sre.itest athletes in the University's
istory?
CE: When you talk about what you've
been given, you got to feel proud to be
able to give back. When I step on this
carripus, I don't feel that my feet are
touching the ground. I'm lifted up above
the ground.

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

Centennial

ALAINABUZAS
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PUTTING: The BG golf team will play in the MAC Championships this weekend

Women golfers set to
compete in
By Christopher Rambo
Reporter
For the BG women's golf team,
a whole season's worth of hard
work has been building up to
this weekend. The Falcons
are currently in Fishers, Ind.
where they will tee-it-up at 8
a.m. this morning in the annual Mid-American Conference
Championships.
"144 days of competition and
practice all lead up to this," said
coach Stephanie Young. "This

P

weekend is what we work all
year in preparation for. There
has definitely been an elevated
intensity level in practice."
For Hannah Lambert, the
lone Bowling Green senior,
this tournament offers one last
crack at collegiate golf.
"I don't plan to leave anything
on the table this week," said
Lambert. "This is my last shot
so I'm going to let it ail hang out
See WOMEN (Page 6
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Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG New sports on Twitter

Celebrating 100 years of BG athletics

Young core leads Falcons

8ecorne a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

The Bowling Green State University School of Human
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Group of young athletes lead
Falcons into Gina Relays
"Like every other weekend, my big thing is
going out there and competing hard. That's
so important. It's a great meet, where
they'll see some tough competition, and I
think they'll do really well."

By Brad Frjnk
Reporter
With a young group of sprint.'iv hurdlers, and jumpers.
assistant coach lody Stewart
is hoping the experience his
athletes gain will pay off tremendously toward the end of
the season.
A not her huge step toward,
the end of the season takes
place today and Saturday
at the Gina Relays in
Hillsdale, Mich.
"They did a great job
during the regular season
indoors, and now the big
issue is getting more experience, more reps in big
meets," Stewart said.
Now in its 44th year, the
Gina Relays is traditionally a
verj competitive meet,
Stewart said he is looking for
hi-, group to compete hard in
order to maximize the team's
chance for success.
"I ike every other weekend,
im big thing is going out there
and competing hard. That's so
important," Stewart said. "It's
,i great meet, where they'll see
Mime tough competition, and
1'Jiuuutsnmem

Tircttont

Jody Stewart | BG assistant coach
I think they'll do really well."
"Being a part of these competitive meets and getting out
(here and lighting, it's only
going to make us belter."
As part of the big picture.
Stewart is hoping to get a productive meet from his group
to help put the team on its
wa) to making an Improvement on its ninth-place finish at the Mid-American
Conlcrence Championships

last season.
"Howling Green has always
had a great distance and
throws program, Anil now
lor the sprints, hurdles, and
jumps crew to get in there and
contribute and develop from

(•<

VISA REBATE
CARD BY MAIL
WMIN IOU BUY * NEW SET Of
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THROUGH MAT II. 2010-

From Page 5

ask for."

MEN

BG is still seeking its first
team title in the outdoor sea
son. The falcons will begin
competing today at noon and
resume Saturdy at It) a.m.
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BASEBALL

there. I think they're doing a
wonderful job at it," he said.
He said ultimately the key is
to compete hard and hope for
the very best results.
"Especially after our indoor
conference meet. I the key
is] really stepping it up anil
compel i ng ha rd and going out
there and just giving it their
best." Stewart said. "It's just
going out when we've left that
track saying you gave it everything you had; that's all we
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PM ART: Parlrick Martin delivers a pitch in a game against Western Michigan earlier this season.
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and Nick Bruns each threw solid
starts this week.
Apthorpegaveup three runs—
one earned—in (>.2 innings of
work against Dayton, and Bruns
gave up four runs in five innings
against Western Michigan.
ThcOhiobobcalscomeintothis
game with a 11-23 overall record,
with a ti-fi record in MAG play.

From Page 5
improvement actually shows
up in tournament play, I have
no idea what to expect.
The 54-hole event will begin
Saturday wit h36holcs, followed
by 18 Sunday. Headlining the
field is the host Nittany Lions,
who are lead by senior Kevin
I'oley. the -Kith-ranked player

WOMEN
From Paqe 5
and see what happens."
The entire MAG conference
will be in the Held this week
at Hawthorns golf and Country
Club, a scenic Par 72-layout. BG
arrived earlier this week riding a wave of momentum from
their last two outings. That good
feeling appeared to carry over
to Thursday's practice round
where according to Young: the
Falcons were hitting the ball
spot-on.
"We played the course back
in the fall for the MAG Preview,
and it played very long due to

of their best hitters, leading the

team with a .410 average, while
adding six homers, 33 RBIs and
eight steals.
The Bobcat's pitching staff has
put up a 6.57 team earned-run
average on the season.
Brycc Bults leads the
team with seven starts, eight
appearances overall. He has a
2-6 record with an 8.29 ERA.
First pitch today is set for 3
p.m. Saturday and Sunday's
games are each set to start
at 1 p.m.

in the country.
For Winger, this week also
carries some personal significance to it. as he played under
longtime Pennsylvania State
University head coach Greg
Nye when Nyc was the head
coach at BG in the late 80's.
Since Nye left BG, he was
built I'enn St. into a national
powerhouse.
"I have nothing but respect
for him and what he has been

able to do at Penn St," said
Winger, who still keeps in
close contact with his former
mentor. "When I first started
at Bowling Green, coach Nye
invited us to this tournament
when we were having trouble
getting into a lot of events. For
that, I am forever indebted
to him, and as a result we
have continued to support
this event over the years that
I have been here."

the cool, wet conditions." Young
said. "Bight now however, things
have dried out and the fairways
are rolling very well, which definitely helps out."
With rain expected for the
weekend, course conditions
could easily deteriorate again,
but Young is confident that
nothing will phase her group on
this stage.
"Tint rsday was about as perfect
a day as there could have been
for golf," Young said. "Hopefully
the course holds up when it's
actually time to play, but if it
doesn't their I am sure that they
girls won't let it bother them. 1
have never felt better about a
team's mental toughness than

this year."
The Falcon's starting lineup
this week features and interesting mix of youth and experience, with upper-classmen
Hannah Lambert, Lauren Glew,
and Marisa Glew, being joined
by freshman Susy Grunden
and Amy Ruthenberg, That
group will attempt to deliver
the Falcons their first-ever
top-five finish in the MAC
Championship.
"Finishing in the top half of
the field is definitely our goal,"
Young said. "No team here has
ever done that before, but I think
this is the lies! starting five we
have ever had. I think it is within
our reach."

They are on a three game
win streak, taking the final two
games of their weekend series
with Northern Illinois, and then
beating Cincinnati Tuesday.
They have a strong offense,
having clubbed 41 home runs
and hitting .2!Mi as a team.
Robert Maddox III leads the
team with eight homers, 44 It Bis
and 93 total bases, while posting
a .380 batting average.
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Help Make

THE BG NEWS
Your Newspaper

Hillsdale
1 & 2 bdrm apts
3 bdrm Townhouses
washer & dryer (in 2 & 3
bedrm), diswasher,
garbage disposal,
central air and heat, carports

Share your insight, creativity, ideas and opinions with the campus community

The BG News is now accepting applications
for Summer & Fall 2010 Staffs
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Staff Editors
Opinibn Columnists
Photographers
Graphic Designers
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1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
meccabg.com
info@meccabg com

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
Available May 15, 2010

517 N. Summit •
Three bedrooms. $900 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
$900. Has attached garage Limit
3 people Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.

Interviews will begin April 26.

704 Second St. ■

Return completed application and please sign up for an

Three bedrooms. $950.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10 -5/7-11.

interview time at 210 West Hall.
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710 Elm St. ■
rhree bedrooms 5740 OC per
month plus utilities. Deposit
$740.00. Has washer, dryer. Limit
3 people Limit 3 cars
Lease 5/15/10-5/7-11.

722 Eighth St. Three bedrooms. $575.00 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
$575 00. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars
Lease 5/1510-5/7/11

Available August 19, 2010

[£©HWIS
open*

Management Inc.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11

Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall.

.,

CA

419-353-5800

Copy Editors
Web Staff
Videographers
On-Line Media
Assistants

, I •»

Three bedrooms $550 00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Tenants do not have
use of garage
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

256 S. College #AThree bedrooms $750.00 per month
plus utilities. Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

830 Scott Hamilton ■

712 Second ffA -

Two bedrooms in each unit. $650.00
per month plus utilities. Has
dishwasher, C/A. Limit 2 people. Limit
2 cars
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
Families with children welcome to apply tor any rental unit

Three bedrooms. 2 baths $900 00
per month plus utilities. Has A/C
Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

Wa have many apartments available Slop In the Rental Office for a brochure
>i.HrJ„lqUoi.„,itv

Questions or further information?
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnevvs.com
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. ncroulmm ucoBWH

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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ORCHESTRA
From Page 1
opportunity for students and other
audience members to hear this
piece at Bti," Brown said. "It's very
rare, and it makes it even more
special, because these pieces are
much more normally played by
professional orchestras''
Tnimpeteer Ashley Donaldson
said "Paris" is most likely one of the
biggest concerts EWfaumonta has
and will put on for quite some time.
She has played in Philharmonia for
two years and considers Sunday's
concert to be one of her most
demanding but rewarding performances.
"The Rite of Spring' is about as
hard rock as the classical world can
get." Donaldson said. "Classical
music isn't as in the box as some
people may think. They should
definitely come and check it out."
Graduate student Casey Mink
is a violinist in Philhamtonia and
is also the orchestra librarian. He
said both of the concert's pieces
are challenging in their own way.

ALUMNI
From Page 1
Monitque Cotton Kelly, director of Alumni Affairs said the
Centennial Alumni Awards
this weekend are a way for the
University (o celebrate "100
years with 100 people." The
Centennial Gala will honor
alumni for their contributions
to University history and success.
"We really want to honor
them and remember that BGSU
helped them on their way," she
said.
Kelly said the University's 100
Most Prominent Alumni honorees were chosen from hundreds
of nominations. Alumni Affairs
is expecting 68 of the 100 honorees (o be in attendance and
more than 800 guests to take

MUNCHIES

"The most difficult aspect of 'The
Rite of Spring1 is the rhythmic element. It's so unpredictable. You
literally have to be on the edge of
your seat while you're playing it,"
Mink said. "But I would say that 'la
Mer' is personally a little more challenging because the strings have a
little more role in that piece."
Mink said he has been in
lliilharmonia for two years and
enjoys the opportunities presented by "ftiris" and all of his [lerformanccs.
" It's great to have all this exposure
to a wide variety of music," Mink
said. "I feel a lot better equipped
to go on to a professional setting
once I graduate and move on to
a career as a music performance
major."
Advance tickets for the concert
are $10 for adults and S7 for students and senior citizens, while
tickets purchased at the door will
be $13 for adults and $10 for students and senior citizens
Brawn said those interested in
purchasing tickets can visit the
center box office or call 419-3728171.

From Page 1
"lots of people think we do it
for recruitment, but really we just
want to give something back to
the community," Warner said.
"And people are usually very kind
and accepting towards the idea."
Warner also said he thinks the
lookouts arc great social events
and the people that do stop by
usually invite even more people.

VISION
From Page 1
Shandee WyUe, vice president
of Vision, said the prom is the
closing event for this week. The
theme of the prom is "A Night at
the Oscars" and will take place
on the second lloor of the Mi I all
Center.
The dinner starts at 7 p.m. and
requires a ticket, but there is no
cost. The dance is from 9 p.m.
(o midnight and all students on

par( in the celebration.
"Many of the alumni haven't
been back to the University in
some time. This gives them the
opportunity reconnect with the
University," Kelly said.
l,arry Weiss, the Centennial
Celebration co-chair, said (he
Centennial Alumni Awards
is also a grea( opportunity for
alumni to reminisce about their
time here.
Weiss said there will be alumni visiting from around (he
country and around the world.
Alumni returning to the
University this weekend will
have the opportunity to (our
campus and see what changes
are in progress, according ro
(he Centennial Alumni Awards
website.
Weiss said there are 140,000
alumni and (he 100 chosen for
the award come from manv dif-

ferent walks of life.
"People from show business
like (actors] Eva Marie Sainl and
Tim Conway, people in medicine, government, in the classroom, in music and business,"
he said. "It shows the width and
brea(h of what Bowling Green
State University is all about."
But WeiSS said the award winners are unranked and there
arc many other alumni who
made contributions to their
University.
The complete list of the 100
Most Prominent Alumni can be
foundatwww.bgsu.edu/offices/
alumni/programs.
The yearlong Centennial
Celebration
will continue May 19, Weiss said, with
the Centennial Legislation
event at the Ohio Statehouse
with sister school Kent State
University.
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He said they will pmliably serve
people until about 330 a.m.
Junior Jen Traylor said she
always looks forward to Jesus
Burgers this time of year.
"I think it's cool that (hey jusl
give ou( all this free food without really asking for anything in
return," she said. "My friends mid
I have gone since freshman year
and we always look forward to it."
Doug Walton, member of ACT,
also said a lot of |xi>plc get confused as to why the organization

just makes all this food and gives
it away for free.
"The most common question
people ask me is why we do this,"
Walton said. "I always (ell (hem
we do it lo extend the love of C* xl
to everyone on campus."
The last Jesus Burger event at
the ACT I louse this semester will
be next Friday night.
Walton said this is the first
year the organization has used
Eacebook to help promote their
event.

campus are welcome to attend.
I luie is no dress code.
Al the end ol the night, "prom
royalty" will be randomly selected, giving everyone that attends
an equal opportunity to win.
"It's a place where people can
have fun," WVlie said.
Rob Koob. president of Vision,
said the event is a statement
about how these events, such as
prom or homecoming, are only

"Now everyone has

for heterosexual couples.
"A lot of LGBT students weren't
able to express themselves at

a chance [to go to
a prom] where they
won't be judged."
Rob Koob | President of Vision
high school prom, |and| now
everyone has a chance1 where
they won't be judged," Koob
said.
Ana Rodgers, events chair for

There are already over 1,200
confirmed guests on Facebook,
so I think we can expect a good
turnout (oniglu and next week,"
he said.

Jesus Burgers/God
Dogs
Tonight 1! p.m. - 5 30 am
Friday.April 50.11pm -550am
The ACT House, corner of F '.Vooster
Street and Thurstm Avenue
Free burgers, hot dogs, refreshments

Vision, said (heir efforts with the
prom will be a good chance i<>
make people who aren't involved
in Vision to be aware of what
they do.
"It is something to highlight
thai you are accepted by everj
one at BGSU," Rodgers said.
To get a ticket lor the formal
dinner students can go to the
Vision office in the Student
Organizational suite on the 4th
lloor on the Union or e-mail
Shandee WVlie at swylle@bgsu.
edu.

'Seven influential University athletic
figures will unite on campus and
share how sports have impacted their
campus and personal lives.

Springfield. Ohio native in 19S1

financial ^ Toledo

■Tom Colaner Former football
player on the University s 19S9 National
Championship team.

•Gary Haas: former baser, i

Al 6 p m in 111 Olvamp the University
will host 100 Years of Sport at BGSU A
Centennial Celebration Event Athletes,
coaches, administrators and six panelists will
discuss iheir University experiences.

•Denise Van De Walle The most successful volleyball coach in MidAmerican
Conference history, the 27-year coach
secured hei 500th victory last season

The panelists include:
•Crystal Ellis' Became the first blacfc basketball player at the University after Harold
Anderson recruited the

•Sue Hager: Compiled a 5815 record in
three seasons as the women's basketball
coach from 1973-76.
•Mike Wilcox" The former All-American
lacrosse player is now the CEO of Wilcox

•JimLessig The former University
director will be the panel moderator
' Ihe individual was named as one of the WO
most prominent alumni m t>
100-year history
At 4 pm in Anderson '
da presentation of current aid (of
letic teams will be shown A poster presentation put together by students m a sports
and history class will also be presented
Both events are free

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Hurry Mrt

• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES
(Full for May 2 BR only for August)

University Village & University Courts
The corner of Clough ahd Mercer, one block from campus

"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

One & Two Bedroom Apartments
• Generous Utility Package Included
(gas, water, sewer, trash and 77
channel cablevision)
• Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• Walk to Campus
• 24 hour
emergency
maintenance

High prices paid
for used textbooks

Go to amazon.com/buyback

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES
COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
HEINZ APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

ASK ABOUT OUR3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
GRADUATE EFFICIENCY /1 BEDROOM
GREENBRIAR, INC.

Send us your used textbooks
at no cost to you

> spend
Millions of items to choose
from at amazon.com

amazon.com/buyback

1419)392-071?

445 E.WOOSTER - BOWUNG (

www.greenbriarrenlals.com

Buyback titles are purchased by a third party merchant

Check out more Pulse online at

CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
See what Pulse blogqers have to say
about current entertainment trends at
www.bgviewsnetwork.com/pulse.
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Hollywood
attempts
to lead the
way with
eco pride

Get down
and dirty with
ama Earth

By Matt Liaise
Pulse Reporter

Over the course of this year, you
and I have had quite a journey.
We've deep-fried things we
probably shouldn't have; we've
deviated from food-related topics to not-so-food-related topics; we've found ways to make
inappropriate comments about
hot dogs.
And throughout all of this
rambling and digesting, we've
acquired a whole heck of a lot
of food. In honor of Earth Week,
let's give a little bit of all we've
gained back to Mother Earth.
Literally. Let's compost!
Now, I know you've got to be
thinking, "Taylor, you're cruisin'
for a bruisin' if you think I'm
about to let thingsrot on purpose
anywhere near me." I, in turn,
have got to be thinking what
exactly is the best way to get you
on your time machine to the '50s.
You must be a wayward hep-cat
trying to get back the decade of
the hotrod if you're still using the
term "cruisin' for a bruisin.'" But
I digress.
Intheend.youreallyshouldjust
suck it up, chump. Composting is
easy, it's good for your plants and
it's good for the planet in general.
Most importantly, composting
can be done anywhere, including your tiny, overpriced apartment, so you really don't have an
excuse not to.

l"or the past 40 years, Earth Day
has become an annual lime for
people all around the world to
celebrate the planet we live on.
Earth Day. which was Thursday,
reminds everyone io appreciate
taking care of Earth. In times like
these, our home seems to be in
more danger than ever before.
This holiday is especially
important to recognizing the
planet we live on and turning
respecting the environment into
a more everyday activity, according to www.earthday.net.
The American media has also
been playing a part, leading the
public into a green revolution, in
hopes of keeping Earth healthy.
Below are some of the ways
I lolly wood is doing their share of
leading the way.

Green Musicians
A music video that can inspire
action is 30 Seconds To Mars "A
Beautiful Lie." It brings attention
to the melting ice caps and the
way the people's energy consumption can cause nothing but
hardships for the Arctic Circle,
where the video was shot.
From the first moment when
a match is struck to the image
of the wolf being affected by
the melting, the video's underlying statement is the "time to
act is now."
Madonna became very political during her "Sticky and SweetWorld Tour last year. During a
video clip al her shows titled
"Get Stupid," Madonna tackled
issues such as materialism, obesity and the state of the environment. The clip featured images of
traffic jams, rising temperatures,
dying animals and the massacres caused by various natural disasters. The lyrics shared
Madonna's point of view as well,
saying "Get up. It's time, your life,
your world."
An Earth Day playlist can put
anyone in the conserving mood.
Be sure to include )oni Mitchell's
"Big Yellow Taxi," Rush's "The
Trees," Michael lackson's "Earth
Song." The Beatles' "Here Comes
The Sun" and Louis Armstrong's
"What A Wonderful World."

University instructors lead graphic
designers to promote sustainable design,
mentoring throughout streets of Toledo
Story by Huthar Lmdcr | Pulsa Editor

A forest is springing up on the light poles of downtown
Toledo.
Or rather, a visual forest of tree-adorned banners is
being plained by local artists and graphic designers in
honor of Earth Day's40th anniversary.
Known as the Urban Forest Project (UFP), this effort
to promote sustainability, environmental awareness
and youth mentoring through the tree metaphor will
officially kick off Saturday night.
University art instructors Amy Fidler and JennStucker
are heading up Toledo's version of UFP.
Fidler and Stucker, inspired by materials from New
See UFP | Page 9

Container
Great compost starts with a
great place to put it. In the spirit
of recycling, I know you'd like
to make your own, but please,
refrain from reusing pots or
Tupperware as compost containers. Mainly you don't want to do
this because those kinds of containers get smelly fast and attract
bugs like nobody's business.
If we all lived in places with
yards, we could make our compost containers out of recycled
wood or other materials. Since
most of us college students are
confined to soul-sucking apartment spaces, I'd recommend
investing the $20 to S30 in a
good-quality counter-top model.
A simple Google search gets you
endless models with different
features.
What to compost
Composting works when
the balance of green (nitrogenbased materials that are green
or brightly colored and wet) and
brown (carbon-based materials
that are brown and dry) materials is just right.
Great green additions to your
compost pile are leftover fruits
and veggies, eggshells, coffee
grinds, tea bags, fresh green
leaves and fresh green grass clippings. Brown compost includes
things like dry yellow or brown
See COMPOST | Page 9

Green Fashion
The new advertising campaign for Hanes suggests everyone should do his or her part
to "make the world a little more
comfortable for future generations." The statement the commercial is attempting to make is
clear — it suggests people who
choose to not wear clothes with
fabrics "made
using renewable energy"
are slowly but
surely making the Earth a
scarier place for
future generations.
The
new green
See CELEBS

Get ready solar system - you're next

f
JOSHWHETHERHOU
FUScCOUMIST

One of my favorite times of the
year is finally here — Earth
Week.
It's so grand. It is like some
great, big thanks to our great,
big Mother Earth (not that I'm
saying your mother is fat). It's
a time when everyone gets
together for seven days to be

TONIGHT IN BG

kind to our planet before they
go back to chucking used condoms out the car window and
dumping dead bodies in the
lakes and rivers.
But isn't this whole Earth
Week thing a little shortsighted? We haven't exactly been
making Earth happy, what
with pollution and the forced
hot flashes (global warming) humans cause daily.
Eventually our mother planet
is going to "kick us out of the
house," so to speak. So this is
the time we should look to the
other heavenly bodies and kiss

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

Indy rode band at Howard's

Detroit Cobras rock out in Toledo

The Holland Account, a hard-rock/alternative
band hailing from Indianapolis, will take the
stage at Howard's Club H tonight. The newly
reformed group will play for the 18 and over
audience starting at 10 p.m.

Rock and soul group the Detroit Cobras, featuring
singer Rachel Nagy and guitarist Mary Ramirez,
makes a stop on their tour in Toledo tonight at
Mickey Finn's Pub. Doors open at 9 p.m. for the all
ages show, tickets $10 in advance and $12 at the door.

1

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:

some serious galactic butt.
With the exploration and
potential colonization of outer
space, this is the obvious next
step. A campaign styled like
Earth Week toward other planets is exactly what we can do.
Remember a little flattery goes
a long way, and have you seen
how far away some of the other
planets are?
Maybe a "Jupiter Week" is
in order where we can help
clear up the pesky, recurring
See SPACE | Page 9

GREEN DAY HITS BROADWAY: Green
Day's Broadway rock musical "American Idiot"
premiered Tuesday night. The musical adaptation of the band's album was met with mixed
reviews from critics nationwide.
LOVE CHANGES NAME: Courtney Love
has changed her name to Courtney Michelle
after saying, "Courtney Love is dead." She
abandoned her stage name after claiming the
name was a way to "oppress" her.
CIRQUE MEETS JACKSON: Cirque du
Soleil announced they are planning to create
touring and shows based on Michael Jackson's
music. The first project, an arena-touring show.
is set to premiere late fall 2011.

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

THEY SAID IT

Carrie Underwood comes to Toledo

"It's really hard to maintain a oneon-one relationship if the other
person is not going to allow me to
be with other people."
-Axl Rose

Country music star and former 'American Idol" winner
Carrie Underwood will bring her "Play On Tour" to the
Huntington Center in Toledo Saturday night. The con' cert starts at 7:50 p.m. with Craig Morgan and Sons of
Sylvia. Tickets are available through Ticketmaster.

^ VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

PULSE
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UFP
From Page 8
York City's 2008 UI-P, decided
to localize the effort, starting
with their annual Summer
Workshop fur Experimentation
and Thought or SWEAT.
"lenn and I originally (level
oped the workshop to engage
design thinking outside of the
classroom," l-idler said. "For
the 2009 summer, the assign
ment was to produce this project. The workshop participants
initially got the project off the
ground. They did the leg work
and the research. We worked
very hard to get support."
SWT.Ai worked in conjunction with AIGA Toledo (the professional association for design!,
I'oledo's 1 fin \n Program and

the Arts Commission of Greater
Toledo. I idler and Stucker, who
are the president and vice president of Howling Green's Aid \

chapter, used their connections to plant seeds of interest
with designers in the area.
"We have a large database of
graphic designers we contacted," Stucker said. "A big push
came through an open call and
some levels of the public community. Everything was handled online to be green, including digital commissions."
One hundred forty banner
designs were submitted, and
a panel of professional judges
blindly selected T>0 pieces to
print. Several University students and Howling (ireen community members had their art
selected for the UFP, including junior graphic design major
Bevan Binder.
"My piece is a play on words,"
Binder said. "It says, Actions
speak louder than words.' but
the ac' is being chopped off
by an ax on a tree slump. It's
a piece about deforestation,
something I've always been

Fmfay.Apnl25.2010 9

"Typically, graphic design is anti-green with
THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

wasteful packaging, convincing people to

4

buy what they don't need, contributing to
problems consumers and the Earth face."
bothered by."
Binder and the other selected
artists will see their work on
display until the end of summer. After the bannersare taken
down, they will be recycled into
tote bags and sold, ihe proceeds from the bags will go to

the Arts Commission of Greater
Toledo's Young Artists At Work
program, according to Stucker.
Saturday's celebration of
the III P at Grumpy's on South
Huron Street in Toledo will
start with a ribbon-cutting ceremony at 7 p.m. and proceed in
a parly until 9 p.m. At the party
there will he a silent auction for

one of the recycled tote bags,
hors d'oeuvres and a cash bar.
Stucker and I idler hope the
work of the HIP will stimulate
artists to design more efficiently and effectively and viewers to
he aware of their environmental behavior and siistainability.
"Typically, graphic design
is anti-green," Fidler said,
"with wasteful packaging,
convincing people to buy
what they don't need, contributing to problems consumers and the Earth face.
What can we do to help?
Investigate in sustainable
graphic design."
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To play: Complete the grid
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so that every row. column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
WWWUFPT01DE0C0M

Play more Sudotaj and win prizes at:

CELEBS
From Page 8

WWWUFPT0UD0C0M

NEW GROWTH: Designers and quests gather as ihe Toledo Urban Forest Project designs
are unveiled for the first time. The UFP will officially kick off Saturday at 7 p.m.

COMPOST
From Page 8
leaves, sawdust, chopped up
twigs, shredded newspaper,
straw and dryer lint.
A general rule of thumb is to
have a hit more brown compost than green compost; you
want warm, moist compost, not
slimy, rotting compost. It takes
about 45 days to have perfectlyusable compost soil.
What not to compost
While most things can be
made into compost, there are
certain things you should just
say no to. Anything chemically
treated is bad news for your
future garden, along with plastics and metals. Don't put meat,
egg or milk products into your
compost either, unless it's your
goal to attract every pest within
throwing distance.

Some other general tips
Remember, some bugs are
going to be inevitable, so don't
freak out when a few appear.
They're part of the reason
you're getting great-looking,
Earth-saving compost in the
first place. As long as no cockroaches or fly-like insects are
starting to breed, you're doing
just line.
Also, you'll need to keep your
compost out of the sun. It will
be getting plenty hot on its own,
and cooking your compost
won't make it work any faster.
Finally, don't forget to add
plenty of naturally occurring
compost materials, like leaves
and grass, at least once a week.
It's great to compost food materials, but without the addition
of Mama Nature's dry materials, you're going to end up with
that slimy mess you were trying
to avoid in the first place.

PRIZESUDOKIU

Green Mewing
viewing a documentary that
examines the beauty and vulnerability ol the planet can set
a new tone in taking care of
the planet. BBC's "Planet Earth"
celebrates just that by taking
closer looksal mountains, caves,
jungles and seas. Another documentary with a similar tone is

campaign promises they are
keeping the youth in mind by
reducing the energy used for
making products by 11 percent.
According to I lanes.com. Also
offered are men's and boys'
undershirts made with renew
nut si Ife," narrated by Oprah
able energy and "F.COSMART" Winfrey. It lakes a look at different life forms around the planet
socks made using a minimum
in their natural habitats, show
of 55 percent recycled fiber.
ing the beauty that lies where
One part of the three most
famous sisters in the world, the naked eye cannot see,
Ihe biggest movie of all time.
Khloc Kardashian, has made
headlines in People magazine, "Avatar" was released on DVD
for Earth Day as well. This is
sporting a Garden Collection
another viewing pleasure that
dress from ll&M and an eco
celebrates nature and our con
tote by Kenneth Cole.
neclion with the planet.

Secure your apartment for
2010-2011!
Stop in our office for current
listings.
GOING FAST!!

SPACE
From Paqe 8
pink eye lupiter's been dealing
with. Or maybe "Mars Month"
could he fun. We rould have
"Bring a Bottle of Water to Work
Day. bin of course Mars is
HVOO I bring your own oxygen)
And even I'lulo could be fun,
although it is just a dwarf planet
now (although I think it prefers
(0 be called a Tittle planet").
We need to take care of Earth
before we wear out our wel-

Shamrock
Storage

FRUGAL
FALCON$
DOS and DON'Ts
About Cars

Near Campus

Gel everything in
writing. If a salesperson
makes verbal promises.
insist that they are
" included in a written
contract Otherwise,
they are not guaranteed

Security Fence
• 24 Hr Access
•Clean

MECCA

come, and in the meantime, we
can hedge our bets by finding
another planet to sublet on.
Maybe Iiarth needs a break,
and who are we to deny that?
Alter all, we arc basically just
fleas on the backside of the dog
that is Earth. The best thing we
can do is give Earth a little alone
time. Then when we are looking at it from Saturn or Venus,
we can say to Earth the same
thing we say to the other planets: "Hey. Earth, I know you're
feeling good, because you're
looking good."

• Many Sizes

WUK»

Management Inc.

Summer
Storage!

1045 N Main St Bowling Green. OH 43402

419-353-5800

www feMkOutOtwo QOV

Brought to you by:

BGSU.

meccabg.com
info@meccabg com

Don't Make Extra Work

www bguirtu'tmoH
4I9J72.22S2

Leave Your "Things"!

WINTHROP TERRACE

(419)354-0070
1724E.Wooster
www.shamrockbg.com

GLASS CITY
^FEDERAL

>>&>CREDIT UNION

& SUMMIT TERRACE
-APARTMENTS-

ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

Referral Award Bonuses

WATER/SEWER/TRASH

Off Street & Guest Parking

INCLUDED

Recycling Program

Call Us About Our April Specials!

Napoleon

Office BJ

:: i
;

STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
4)9-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value

DOORS OPEN® 7pm / All Ages
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT AIL TICKETNASTER OUTLETS. PHONE
CHARGE 1 800 74 5 iOOO. CULTURE CLASH RECORDS. THE OMI, OR
ON-LINE AT TICKETHASTER.COfl

iMHIOMN I ™«r

SUMMER
LEASES
NOW
GREENBRIAR, INC.

44:* K»sl Woosler Si. 352-0717

iMiiriiniiiiiiriiininiii
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BUDGET
From Page 1
nil the gap,
sioii said the Impact to Stale
Share' of Instruction, which makes
up :i() percent of the University's
funding, could IK1 significant if
more Students already here find
reasons to stay and pay tuition,
funding the oilier 70 percent of
I Iniversiiy operations.
We have to find good ways to
help students who are already hen'
..find a meaningful way to connect
With the institution,' she said.
Connecting the Undergraduate
lixperience, or CUE, is the 22member faculty ad hoc committee looking at how the University
can keep students through graduation. More' than :t(K) faculty, staff
and students attended the four
open forums to voice opinions on
getting students involved beyond
the classroom.
Were trying to make a small
college experience at a big college campus,'' said Catherine
Cardwell. interim vice provost for
academic programs, "The one
thing thai really stood out is that
people were really receptive."
She said the University is trying

to make the student experience
more intentional by encouraging
involvement in relevant organizations and by molding general
education courses around what
students really need to learn for
their career paths. Curriculum
changes couldn't take effect until
2012. but Cardwell said CUB
would be releasing another report
in the next couple weeks with
updated findings.
Stoll is "cautiously optimistic"
the 73 percent retention rate will
increase and the economy will
turn around by 2011. But she has
to think realistically.
"I think my greatest hopewould
be that the state's economy has
begun to recover and rebound,"
Stoll said. "Realistically, I'm not
going to be surprised if what we
end up without would be the
federal stimulus portion of our
funding."

The Daily Crossword Fix
i

BGVIEWS
.COM
BGVIEWS
•CQM
BGVIEWS

$15 million in fiscal year 2011
Expected shortfall for 2012:
$1214 million

Source! Sheri Stoll. chief financial uffiivr
For Rent

419-372-6977

"3-4 bdrm houses, next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, new flooring. W/D. 300 block
ot Merry / Reed Must Go.
MAKE OFFER, 353-0325, 9-9pm
free internet, see CartyRentals com

3BR, 2 bath - house, 5th St,
A/C W/D hookup, avail May
S775/mo. call 419-352-8872
3BR. 2 bath • house. 5th St,
Avail Aug. $675/mo
Call 419-352-8872

1 apt. close to campus.
available NOW. May & August
Call 419-708-9981

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Access 900* |ob postings
on WorkNet
BGSU Career Center
hire bgsu edu
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Hiring 4 people who would like to
work 4 nights per week, 4 hours per
night to earn S400 per week
E-mail resume to addonald@aol com
Summer is coming have tun turning
SS information into income SS
Be lirst on campus to hear about
great biz oppor. call 419-334-4578
The BG Youth Hockey Association is
looking lor energetic, committed
students who would like to volunteer
their time to coach kids in our
organization next year BGYHA will
pay for your coaching certification
If interested, please contact
Ed Powers at
eddiejoypowers«aoi com

1BR apt. near campus.
S475/mo. utilities included
Call 419-352-5882

" Summer Only Rentals''

"2 bdrm apts. 300 block E Merry,
353-0325 9-9pm / apts. houses eft's,
tree internet, see CartyRentals com
"3 person house. 144 S. Summit.
large porch. 4 BR. 3 baths. S900/mo
Avail Aug 15. call 419-308-2050.

■"

'

Avail Aug 2010. all upgraded,
large houses, call 419-308-2458
3 Bedroom houses:
127 Georgia St - S975/mo.
219 N Enterprise - S1350/mo.
606 Fifth St - S900/mo,
131 N Church - S750/mo
2 68 house: 133 Georgia -S750/mo
3 BR apt 443 N Enterprise -550/mo
1 BR apts 112 Ridge St - 350/mo,
S 443 N Enterprise ■ S300/mo

2 BR duplex, private parking & patio
836 Scott Hamilton Clean & quiet
Avail 5/1/10 $560/mo ♦ util.
Call 419-352-1104

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2BR Apts Avail May or August.
S490/S500 . util. 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

2 clean & quiet 4BR houses on
Wooster. S1000-S1200/mo ♦ util.
avail May, call 419-352-1104

Charming 3BR home. 1 bath,
attch garage. 1/2 mile Irom campus
S895/mo call 513-312-3586
Furn. rooms, freedom ot house,
TV. W/D. clean & quiet. S250/mo
W/S100 dep Call 419-354-6117

2BR apts. 4th St, pets OK, reduced
price. S490/mo .gas/elec; water incl
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

Highland Management
Now leasing lor 2010-2011 s.y.
1 & 2 bedroom apanments
Call 419-354-6036. M-F 9am-3pm
www bghighlandmgmt com

2BR duplex. S590/mo.
includes utilities
Call 419-352-5882

KICK GAS! FREE HEAT! 1 8 2 BR
S99 SD Special! Greal Location!
Pet Friendliest! 419-353-7715
www.varsitysquareapts com
Large 2BR lurnished apt. A/C.
850 Scott Hamilton.quiet. clean
Call 419-352-1104

3BR house ♦ util. avail 5/15/10,
3 room effic incl util. avail NOW,
1 rm studio apt incl util. avail 7/15/10.
2BRapt tutil. avail 8/15/10

Look lor more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www bgviews com

Call 419-601 -3225 or 352-4773.

Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

1 Hunter's quarry
2 Some are made
from koa wood
3 Amount rarely paid
4 Spendthrift
5 Bernardino
6 Belt or sock
7Et_
8 Knock around
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9 Tennessee's largest city
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ACROSS
1 Large swallows
6 Loosen (up)
10 Joseph who brought
Shakespeare to Central Park
14 Director Kurosawa
15 Plant with thick, fleshy leaves
16 Morlock prey
17 Elementary particle
18Neesonof-Nell"
19 Undecided
20 Abbr. followed by a year
21 Criticize a small town?
23 Old Ford
25 Bad luck
26 Checking tor doneness
at the grill?
30 Jackie Chan and others
31 Magic 6-Ball response
32 Bug feature
35 Giving word?
36 Fertilization targets
37 Priestess in Bizet's
"The Pearl Fishers"

22
24
26
27
28
29
32
33
34
36
37
38

Eddie of "Frasier." for
Orally
Blue books?
Cold War put-down
Narrow waterways:
Abbr.
Bass attachment?
Endangered
state bird
Munchkin creator
Annapolis sen.
Kvetch's words
Mauna _
Bouncer employer
Opposite of aweather
Henry "Ill's sixth
Olive _
Burden
1950s-"80s Chevy
utility vehicle

one
40
41
42
43
44

Runner's problem
Big bell sound
Two-footers
Spanish pronoun
Retailer whose middle
name was Cash
45 Put to shame
46 Watch handle
47 Feast that includes
the Cup of Elijah
50 Tropical tuber

51 Tennessee state
flower
53 Nautical leader?
54 Big Apple firs.
57 Tear

39 West famous tor "Come up
sometime and see me"
40 Tournament pass

41
42
45
48
49
52
55
56
57
58

Scarecrow portrayer
Certain pork thief?
St. Clare's town
Finish by
Spelling contest notice?
Name on some Kmart shoes
Subordinate
Mountain lake
Op artist Bridget
List of games, briefly
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Bury
_ d'oeuvre
Opposite of bleak
N'awlins sandwich, and this
puzzle's title
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59 Presque Isle's lake
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 16

842 / 846 7th St. 3BR. 2 bath, new &
modem duplexes, close to campus
Call 419-353-5078

2BR. 1 bath apt. 8th St
washer/dryer.
call 419-352-8872

300 block ot Merry.
Call 419-353-0325, 9am-9pm

BJ/J

a IHJIJ

H

l
Jr
■"

3BR, each w/ private fun bath,
close to campus. S950/mo
Call 419-708-9981

2BR upper apt on a quiet street,
S525/mo ♦ utilities
Call 419-352-3139 after 5pm

For Rent

..

»

i"

$12 million in fiscal year 2010

12 month leases starting May 2010
322 E Court- IBRapt,
S440/mo includes all util
230 N Enterprise • 1BR. S370/mo
837 3rd St - 3BR 2ba. $840/mo
847 2nd St - 3BR. 2ba. S900/mo
Call for August available rentals
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

i

IBM

For Rent

Help Wanted

i

WWW.

Federal stimulus money
received:

1 BR apt. 854 8th St. S400.'mo *
elec w/ S400 security dep. No pets
Call 419-392-3354

i
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SPECIAL?!

ur coupon menu at

352 5166

"

pisanellos.com

»»

Open Weekdays 4P. M. - Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

SoutA-Stde

For Rent

For Rent

Newer, cozy. 1 BR duplex w/deck,

Sign for next year now and save.
S420/mo lor year lease, 709 Firth St.
2BR, 2 baths. C/A. call Jack or Phil
tor appt al 800-829-8638

close to campus, yr lease, avail now!
S450/mo ♦ elec. call 419-654-5716.
Nice 2BR house, near campus,
new inside, energy efficient.
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882.

SUBLEASE avail May-July,
$340/mo ♦ utils. lurnished. spacious
Contact: smjthlm@bgsuedy

NOW RENTING - SPRING & FALL.
CALL 419-352-3445, 9am-9pm
martenrentals.com
Shamrock Studios
Spring Special on Studio Apt
Semester leases. S425/mo. lurn
We provide all util, cable, WiFi.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com

For advance tickets & showtimes visit

cinemark.com
or call 1 -MO-FANDANGO . Eip Code 14321

CINEMA!!

Woodland Moll - N. Moin Sltwt
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Showtimes 4 73 W *?9 10
♦ HOW TO TRAIN TOUR DRAGON [PG]
•(12-00) "(225) '4 55 720 945
♦ KICK-ASS |R] (No Passes)
•(12 30) "4 15 7 15 1000
♦ CLASH OF THE TITANS |PG-13]
•(1205) "(2 35) "5 OS 745 10 15
♦ DATE NIOHT [PG-13] (No Passes)
'(12 10) *(2 301*4 45 7 40 10 05
♦ THE LAST SONG [PG]
*(11 50) "<2 15)*4 50 7 25 1005
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Sub-leasers needed. May - Aug
4BR, close to campus, negot rent
Call 330-231-8207 or 216-272-5175.
www.meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc.
419-353-5800

Units available
for Summer!
Clean • Paved • Fenced-in
5x10 • 10x10 • 10x15

993 S. Main
(behind SoulhSldt Uundromat)

419.353.8206

—Now Renting—
Apartments and Houses
Available May and August

VILLAGE

ffVYWOODj
APTS.

APARTMENTS

• Apartments Available *

v IBdrmJStudtos

Call about Rental
Specials & Reduced
Security Deposits as
well as summer
& fall rentals.
Near BGSU. private |
entrance extra storage, N},
pets welcome,
short term leases aval
419 352 7691 • 1:110=
lormordntuj

* Minutes from BGSU*
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *

SPECIAL SPRING
RATES AVAILABLE!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

419-352-6333

-Jfelkf

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWNHOUSES

846 7th Street

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
3 bedroom, 1 Vi bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, washer/dryer,free internet
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)
$99 per person Deposit Special
2 bedroom, 1 Vi bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, microwaves,
washer and dryers, free internet

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newer Construction
Two Story duplexes
3 Bedrooms 2 Baths
On site Laundry
3 Unrelated Tenants
9.5 & 12 Month Leases
Ceramic Tile
$760/mo(12mo)

Starting at $670 per month plus utilities

(419) 353-5800
www.meccabg.com

(2 person rate)

*Os
GREENBRIAR, INC.

1, 2,3 Bedroom
Homes and Apartments
Pets allowed in most units
with Pet deposit

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
5

Management Inc.

Large Houses that allow
more than 3 unrelated people
Come in and see us,
let us help you find a home!

